
Workday Impact Analysis Accelerator 
Expediting analysis through automation 

Workday is a powerful solution integral to your HCM processes. But let’s face it, due to the 

overall size and complexity of Workday, ongoing changes often result in a significant demand 

on the time and resources needed for review and analysis, even for the smallest of changes. 

With Digital Cues’ Accelerator, you will expedite the process, resulting in substantial time and 

cost savings. 

Struggling to analyze the impact of changes to your Workday solution? 

Challenged to find the time and resources for this overwhelming task? 

Look no further… Digital Cues has the proven automation you need.  

Benefits 

 Diagnostic: perform an 
analysis prior to          
implementation of 
changes 

 Preparation: enables 
proper planning for   
internal resources 

 Comprehensive:       
safeguards against   
missing any key          
integrations 

 Time and cost savings: 
reduce impact analysis 
time up to 80% 

 Solution optimization: 
instant, ongoing ability 
to assess inventory 

 Continual improvement:           
automatically receive    
ongoing Accelerator      
releases 

How It Works 

Starting with a discovery session, Digital Cues subject matter experts will meet with you to demonstrate the power of the  

Accelerator and address your questions. If you’d like to try before you commit, you can purchase a 30-day no obligation trial 

period, during which time you can experience the benefits firsthand. Post deployment you will be partnered with a dedicated 

Customer Success Manager to support you and keep you up-to-date on new releases. Contact us to schedule your discovery 

session to see how the Workday Impact Analysis Accelerator will help you. 

To learn more, contact connect@digitalcues.com to schedule a no obligation discovery call. 

https://digitalcues.com 

Workday Impact Analysis Accelerator 
 

Automatically analyze critical objects based on selected foundational areas such as            

integrations, reports, business processes and conditional rules before changes are made.  

 

The Result 

A comprehensive dashboard that provides summary information on impacted                     

integration and functional areas, along with a detailed analysis report pinpointing               

the impacted areas. Your team’s time is significantly reduced, allowing                                  

resources to implement changes faster and move onto other critical tasks. 


